
 





Working in a university, which caterers mainly to international students coming from all corners of the 
globe, is always challenging and presents many cultural challenges to staff and faculty. The way students 
learn in their home countries is very often different to the way education is offered here in North 
America. Students have to adapt not only to new ways of learning, but also learning in a language which 
isn’t their mother tongue. Then there is life outside the university – the scenery, ways of doing simple 
everyday tasks, and the culture is also different. 

So with the new intake of students in our Summer semester I decided to tackle the theme of “culture 
shock” for this assignment. Culture shock is the experience a person undergoes when moving from one’s 
home country to another foreign country. In this sense I am not referring to the tourists, but to people 
who have moved for extended periods of times for reasons such as immigration, study, or work. If one is 
moving from a culture that is very different to the new one, there is usually a sense of disorientation, 
unfamiliarity and certain transitions that one feels. 

 “Culture shock” is a term used to describe the anxiety produced when a person moves from a familiar 
culture to an entirely different cultural or social environment. Familiar sights, sounds and smells are no 
longer around and small things can easily upset a person and feel out of proportion. 


Culture shock for international students  

At first everything is new and exciting. This is called the honeymoon phase – a period of romanticism and 
fascination with the locals. Memories of home and family are still fresh in the mind. Then reality slowly 
settles in and one becomes aware of the differences between the cultures. One can experience 
homesickness, difficulties with the language, general frustration and depression often set in at this stage 
(negotiation phase). 

After a while one becomes accustomed to the new culture, has made friends and formed a social group – 
probably with people in the same situation and one begins to find a sense of equilibrium again. One begins 
to develop a more balanced point of view with regards to the new culture (adjustment phase). Once a 
person is completely comfortable in the host country that person will start participating in local 
communities. The person is more relaxed and confident and better able to cope with life and tend to 
develop a sense of belonging (adaption phase). 

Prior to doing any research on culture shock, I thought that I could just target the new incoming students 
for their initial impressions, but the statements that I received were along the lines of: 

 “I feel good over here/I enjoyed being here/I love people and their gestures” 
 “I feel very good over here/I like the signals for crossing the roads/I love people as they helping anytime” 
 ”Smiling faces in a lovely city – Vancouver/Close to Heaven “Vancity”/Friendly people/Multicultural 
diversity”
  “Welcoming, friendly people. Accepting towards international students/Vancouver is a beautiful city” 

I then started targeting a cross-section of the student population ranging from brand new students to 
students who had just graduated and the responses were much more interesting. 
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Deepak from India (Honeymoon phase) 





Nuttanit from Thailand (Honeymoon phase) 





Flavio from Brazil (Honeymoon phase) 





Anh from Vietnam (Negotiation phase) 





Dayana from Kazakhstan (Negotiation phase) 





Henrique from Brazil (Negotiation phase) 





Huong from Vietnam (Negotiation phase) 





César from El Salvador (Adjustment phase) 





Kamonpat from Thailand (Adjustment phase) 





Joao from Brazil (Adjustment phase) 





Maria from The Philippines (Adaption phase) 





Akiko from Japan (Adaption phase) 






